**Paintings by noted artist Ram Kumar:** ICI Delhi has been restoring artworks for the noted artist Ram Kumar and his family for many years. This great artist modern, abstract painter and above all a wonderful human being passed away on 14\textsuperscript{th} April, 2018. He was associated with the Progressive Artists’ Group comprising MF Husain, FN Souza, HA Gade, SH Raza and others. He gave a new direction to Indian art by introducing a fresh idiom. After his demise, a collection of his artworks on paper and canvas, from his studio, were received at the ICI Delhi Centre for conservation. The paintings, on varied themes including his famous abstract landscapes, are executed in different media; oil on paper, watercolour on paper or mixed media on paper, oil on canvas, etc. The paintings were from the artist’s studio and had various problems like accumulation of dust and dirt, flaking of paint layer, weakening and artworks stuck together. The paintings were restored and returned to his family.